SEKURUS INJECTOR
TM

SELECTABLE
The Sekurus self-tenting injector has a radically different design.
It provides greater safety and accuracy, saving money and time.
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PRODUCT NAME
SEKURUS
INJECTOR
TM

12mL SELECTABLE
2mL SELECTABLE

20-STOP
2-STOP

A major animal health company issued Simcro with
a demanding brief for a genuine two-stage safety
injector that prevented self-injection without the
risk of bruising the animal or causing it stress or
discomfort.
Simcro’s response to this brief was the Sekurus family
of injectors. In particular, the self-tenting Injector from
this family gives the user the ability to perform one
handed subcutaneous injections. The patented double
over-centre hinge system at the heart of Sekurus
ensures operator safety while eliminating undue
pressure on the animal to activate.

NEEDLE GUARD

INCREASED OPERATOR
SPEED

TWO-STAGE SAFETY
MECHANISM

ONE-HANDED
SUBCUTANEOUS INJECTION

The protective needle guard
ensures the risk of self-injection
is minimised even when the
Sekurus is not in use.

Administration speed is greatly
increased by proﬁcient Sekurus
operators.

The two-stage action
unique to Sekurus ensures
that administration of the
pharmaceutical will not occur
until the needle reaches
maximum penetration depth.

Administering a onehanded subcutaneous injection
is far easier and less hazardous
for the operator than twohanded techniques, particularly
in conﬁned spaces such as a
cattle yards.

REDUCED RISK OF NEEDLE
BREAKAGE

One-handed injection
techniques are much less
invasive of an animal’s space,
particularly in the head region,
reducing stress and animal
discomfort.

The potential for needle
breakage during operation is
signiﬁcantly reduced maintaining
a high level of food chain
integrity.

NEEDLE REMOVAL
The needle guard makes needle
changeover a much safer and
faster task, reducing the risk of
needle-stick injuries.

WORLD’S FIRST SELF-TENTING SAFETY INJECTOR
The Sekurus has won prestigious awards for its innovative design and proven
accuracy. It reﬂects Simcro’s commitment to the principles of animal welfare,
operator safety, treatment efficacy, user experience and commercial viability.
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The Sekurus range includes needle guards designed for perpendicular (intramuscular) and subcutaneous injection.
Dose variants include multi-stop selectable 1mL, 2mL and 12mL options with other dose variants under development.
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